Depth-Based, Motion-Stabilized Colorization of Microscope-Integrated Optical Coherence Tomography Volumes for Microscope-Independent Microsurgery
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Purpose: We develop and assess the impact of depth-based, motion-stabilized colorization (color) of microscope-integrated optical coherence tomography (MIOCT) volumes on microsurgical performance and ability to interpret surgical volumes.

Methods: Color was applied in real-time as gradients indicating axial position and stabilized based on calculated center of mass. In a test comparing colorization versus grayscale visualizations of prerecorded intraoperative volumes from human surgery, ophthalmologists (N = 7) were asked to identify retinal membranes, the presence of an instrument, its contact with tissue, and associated deformation of the retina. In a separate controlled trial, trainees (N = 15) performed microsurgical skills without conventional optical visualization and compared colorized versus grayscale MIOCT visualization on a stereoptic screen. Skills included thickness identification, instrument placement, and object manipulation, and were assessed based on time, performance metrics, and confidence.

Results: In intraoperative volume testing, colorization improved ability to differentiate membrane from retina (P < 0.01), correctly identify instrument contact with membrane (P = 0.03), and retinal deformation (P = 0.01). In model microsurgical skills testing, trainees working with colorized volumes were faster (P < 0.01) and more correct (P < 0.01) in assessments of thickness for recessed and elevated objects, were less likely to inadvertently contact a surface when approaching with an instrument (P < 0.01), and uniformly more confident (P < 0.01 for each) in conducting each skill.

Conclusions: Depth-based colorization enables effective identification of retinal membranes and tissue deformation. In microsurgical skill testing, it improves user efficiency, and confidence in microscope-independent, OCT-guided model surgical maneuvers.

Translational Relevance: Novel depth-based colorization and stabilization technology improves the use of intraoperative MIOCT.

Introduction

Advances in imaging and computer processing speeds have enabled development of novel intraoperative imaging techniques. Volumetric rendering of data collected peri- and intraoperatively has been adopted to guide surgical planning and maneuvers in ophthalmology, neurosurgery, orthopedic surgery, and reconstructive surgery.¹⁻¹¹ Volumetric display creates a view of the surgical field that can be manipulated intuitively and interacted with to provide critical feedback to trainee and experienced surgeons.

In ophthalmology, microscope-integrated optical coherence tomography (MIOCT) is being used increasingly to augment the en face-only view of the operating microscope in posterior and anterior segment settings.¹⁻⁵,¹²,¹³ Live, three dimensional...
(3D) rendering of OCT scans and visualization on a heads-up display have been described previously by our group.\textsuperscript{14-16} These technologies allow for intraoperative imaging and real-time guidance of surgical maneuvers and have been shown to improve visualization of epiretinal membrane elevation, localization of instruments, and monitoring of retinal contour deformation during surgery. As surgeon experience with these systems has developed, it has started to impact surgical decision-making.\textsuperscript{16,17}

MIOCT faces a fundamental data visualization issue as the scanning technology advances – how can the surgeon view and analyze large quantities of continuously changing OCT data while actively operating and remaining safe in surgery? Current volumetric renders have been insufficient in solving this problem. As a 3D object is compressed into a two-dimensional (2D) display, foreground, midground, and background structures can be difficult to resolve, and instruments may be difficult to differentiate from surrounding tissue. Artificial shadowing, stereoptic displays, and rotation of the rendered volume can be used to highlight boundaries between surfaces, but they remain insufficient solutions, adding complexity to the MIOCT system and its operation.\textsuperscript{15} These issues have limited MIOCT volumes to ancillary intraoperative use and reinforced the need for the traditional optical view through the microscope.

In other settings, colorization of medical imaging has been used to provide contextual information for complex 3D structures to address this data visualization question. Topographic maps have been used to visualize table-top OCT and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans of the retina in evaluation of myopia, retinal detachment, and age-related macular degeneration (AMD).\textsuperscript{18-21} In other fields, position-based colorization of 3D ultrasound scans of the mitral valve assist cardiac surgeons intraoperatively, and colorized mapping of brain shift guides neurosurgical tumor resection.\textsuperscript{22-24} Additionally, nonmedical fields, such as earth and atmospheric science, widely use colorization for topography of 3D mappings.\textsuperscript{25} The addition of data overlain on the 3D volume improves interpretation of complex imaging.

However, to our knowledge colorization of volumetric imaging has not been applied to data acquired in real time to guide surgical maneuvers due to computational challenges. To be useful, colorization must carry meaning not otherwise inherent in the volume. This requires additional computation time, which can add to lag between image capture and display to the surgeon. Second, real-time imaging of surgical fields is subject to motion induced by the patient, surgeon, and/or instrumentation. Therefore, registration and stabilization of the imaged object is necessary to provide a consistent reference for colorization.

We developed computational techniques to apply colorization to MIOCT volumes based on depth, and stabilized the color gradient relative to the scanned object’s axial motion to test the following hypotheses: (1) colorization would improve perspective of thickness and relative positioning in 3D volumes compared to grayscale volumes, (2) use of colorization intraoperatively would allow for faster and more accurate microsurgical maneuvers, (3) stabilization against a relative reference point will increase colorization use in real-life surgical scenarios when axial motion is significant, and (4) with improved visualization with colorization, it may be feasible to perform microsurgical maneuvers without the microscope optical view.

**Methods**

**Colorization and Stabilization Algorithm**

Real-time, microscope integrated OCT and 3D rendering has been described previously by this group.\textsuperscript{15,16} In brief, the MIOCT uses a 100 kHz, 1060 nm swept-source OCT engine and a custom scanner that introduces the OCT light into the infinity space of the surgical microscope, such that the OCT and microscope views are parfocal and coaxial. The systems share the objective of the operating microscope and can scan at up to 10 volumes per second. This technology produces real-time, live, volumetric 4D (i.e., 3D over time) imaging to guide anterior and posterior segment surgeries. Volumes are rendered with a ray casting methodology and displayed to the surgeon via an external monitor, a heads-up display in the microscope oculars, or an external 3D display.

Color mapping was integrated into the established MIOCT rendering process. A unique color was assigned to several positions along the B-scan axial dimension and a color gradient applied as a linear interpolation in the RGB color space between each position. Axial positions above the most superficial position and below the deepest position were assigned the color of those respective positions. When rendering the volume, voxels at particular depths took on a color as specified by the gradient.

Color gradients were assigned relative to the
volume’s center of mass to stabilize colors relative to movement of the scanned object. Before each volume was rendered, a histogram of pixel intensity values was constructed for the fully processed OCT data and a threshold value at the 99th percentile of pixel intensity identified. All voxels with reflectivity below this threshold were eliminated, isolating the brightest surface that can be tracked between volumes. When imaging the retina, this surface typically is the retinal pigmented epithelium. The axial center of mass of this data was calculated using the formula:

$$\text{Center of Mass}_k = \frac{\sum_i \sum_j \sum_k k \times A(i, j, k)}{\sum_i \sum_j \sum_k A(i, j, k)}.$$  

Here $i$, $j$, and $k$ represent the fast-scanning, slow-scanning, and axial dimensions of the MIOCT volume, respectively, and $A(i, j, k)$ represents the voxel intensity at a specific location in the scan. The color gradient then was specified based on positions relative to this center of mass. As a result, color changes due to movements of the scanned surface (i.e., from patient motion, surgical manipulation, and so forth) were mitigated (Fig. 1, Supplementary Video S1).

Given the need to process a large quantity of data in real-time, the algorithm was written using a parallel computational approach (NVIDIA CUDA Toolkit; NVIDIA Corp., Santa Clara, CA) on a graphics processing unit (GPU). Performance analysis was conducted using a GPU profiler (NVIDIA Visual Profiler; NVIDIA) to measure the time to calculate center of mass and apply colorization.

Colorization and stabilization were validated using two models: layered tape (3M, Maplewood, MN) to emulate retinal layers and a porcine eye. This study adhered to the ARVO Animal Statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research in the use of porcine eyes. The model was translated across the scanning range of the MIOCT system in discrete increments of 1 mm and the calculated center of mass recorded at each position. Validation was achieved by comparison of changes in the calculated center of mass against the known movement of the stage. Expert review of the MIOCT volumes was performed to assess subjective stability of the colorization.

**Intraoperative Volume Testing**

Colorization was applied to prerecorded 4D MIOCT data from previous human vitreoretinal surgeries. Experienced surgeons ($N = 7$) were shown a combination of five grayscale still volumes and videos of surgical membrane peeling (Supplementary Document S1) and asked to determine for each

---

**Figure 1.** MIOCT volumes and B-scans demonstrate the colorization and stabilization processes. A non-colorized MIOCT volume (A) is filtered with a threshold at the 99th percentile of reflectivity values (B), center of mass is calculated (C, red line) and color is applied (D). Top and bottom sequences demonstrate stability with axial motion.
whether retinal membranes were differentiable from retina, an instrument was present in the volume, and the instrument was in contact with tissue and/or deforming the retina if present. Surgeons then were shown each volume in color and asked to reassess using the same questions. Their subjective preference for color or grayscale also was recorded for each volume. Survey responses were compared with independent review of B-scans from the volumetric data as the gold standard. Statistical testing was performed using McNemar’s test for paired, nominal data with a significance level of 0.05.

Surgical Skills Testing

MIOCT Setup and Surgical Tasks
The MIOCT scanner described above was used to display volumes in stereo on an external, 65-inch, 3D OLED television (LG, Seoul, South Korea), viewed with polarized glasses. B-scans of the volumes were available to the MIOCT operator and retrospectively to the grader, but not to the participants. The optical view through the microscope was obscured to ensure that the participants were using the OCT only. Two sets of scanning parameters were used: a 10 × 10 × 3.7 mm field of view with 350 × 96 × 800 voxels for the thickness identification task and a 5 × 5 × 3.7 mm field of view with 250 × 85 × 800 for the other tasks to provide smoother surgical guidance. Colorization was applied with red superiorly, yellow medially, and blue inferiorly and the color boundaries set across 20% of the volume at positions described for each skill below.

Thickness Identification
Scenes each containing five objects of varying height either elevated from a flat surface or recessed into a flat surface were constructed from clay (Polyform Products Company, Elk Grove Village, IL). Color gradients were positioned across the range of object heights and/or depths. Subjects were shown each scene sequentially as an MIOCT volume and were asked to rank each of the five objects by thickness on a provided scoring sheet. They were not permitted to directly see or manipulate the object during testing. The time to complete each assessment and number of incorrect assessments were recorded for each object. This test was repeated five times with elevated objects and five times with recessed objects.

Surface Approach
A globe eye model was composed of a posterior, flat, clay, 2 cm diameter surface with an elevated rim covered by a soft plastic hemisphere (Phillips Studio, Bristol, United Kingdom) with apex cut away to allow for MIOCT visualization of the clay and a 25 g cannula (Alcon, Ft. Worth, TX) 3 mm posterior to the cut-away margin of the hemisphere.

Subjects were provided with a flexible loop (Finesse Loop; Alcon) and instructed to bring the tip of the loop as close to the surface as possible without touching. Each trial was stopped when the subject indicated that they were satisfied with the position of the instrument. Color gradients were positioned such that the surface was blue and yellow indicating the space immediately above the surface. The time to complete this task was recorded. MIOCT data were recorded and retrospective analysis identified the closest position of the instrument to the surface in the volumes 2 to 3 volumes from the final volume. These volumes were used to minimize the impact of inadvertent motion of the instrument as the subject indicated completion. The distance between the instrument and surface was measured and recorded. This trial was repeated 4 times.

Object Grasp
The model eye described above was used in this task. A 4 mm diameter clay ring was placed on the clay surface and a 2 mm square of transparency film (Grafix Plastics, Maple Heights, OH) was folded to form a V-shape and placed within the clay ring. Subjects were instructed to use a 25 g forceps (Alcon) to remove the object without contacting surrounding structures. Color gradients were positioned such that the surface was blue and the ring and object were yellow and red, respectively. The time to complete this task was recorded. MIOCT data were recorded and retrospective analysis recorded the number of grasps (closure of the forceps) and inadvertent contacts with the underlying surface. This trial was repeated three times.

Human Participants and Randomization
This study was approved by the institutional review board of the Duke University Health System. The study adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and all subjects participated in surgical tests on model eyes with full written consent explaining that participation was voluntary, private, and confidential, and that participation and performance were not to be factored in future grades and/or evaluations. Identity of study participants was masked from senior authors to avoid potential conflict.

A sample of 15 students and ophthalmic surgeons in training were recruited from the Duke University School of Medicine and the Duke University oph-
thalmology department. Subjects were block randomized by training level (student, resident, fellow) into colorized (C+) and gray-scale (C−) groups. A total of five medical students, three residents, and seven fellows were enrolled in the study.

Subjects received a brief orientation to the experiment, MIOCT system, and colorization technique. Testing consisted of two trials: (1) subjects completed the described skills with visualization according to their assigned group and (2) subjects crossed over to the opposite group and repeated the skills with the opposite visualization (C+ in grayscale and C− with color). This crossover was intended to control for a learning effect associated with practice of the tested skills. All subjects performed one attempt at each task in each visualization as training of the tested skills. All subjects performed one attempt at each task in each visualization as training of the tested skills. All subjects performed one trial asking the extent to which colorized visualization was stable relative to this movement.

Survey

Subjects completed a brief qualitative survey (Supplementary Document S2) upon completion of both trials asking the extent to which colorized MIOCT improved subject’s performance of the tasks, subject’s preference for grayscale or colorized visualization, and their interest in using MIOCT for surgical guidance. All survey questions were reported on a five-level Likert scale with a score of 5 indicating highest alignment with colorized visualization. Subjects also were provided the opportunity to give qualitative feedback.

Data Analysis

All statistical testing was performed as paired comparisons between colorized and grayscale trials of all participants using R (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). Times, measured data and confidence assessments were compared using Wilcoxon signed rank for ratio, interval, and ordinal data. All tests were performed as two-tailed tests with a significance level of 0.05. Comparisons also were made between the first and second trials to determine whether the observed difference was due to a learning effect from repeated performance of the skill.

Data were combined between randomized groups based on the visualization used, regardless of whether the subject used the particular visualization in the first or second trial. Where subjects completed multiple attempts during a single task, measures were summed across attempts. Results from the qualitative survey were reported with descriptive statistics.

Results

Colorization Feasibility and Validation

Performance analysis was conducted on rendered volumes from real-time imaging of model eyes (N = 50). Colorization and stabilization required 2.69 ms (standard deviation [SD] 0.11 ms) of processing time, adding 2% to the volume processing time (130.48 ms, SD 2.93 ms).

Center of mass normalized to the known position change yielded an average of 0.0 mm (SD 0.025 mm) for the tape model and 0.0 mm (SD 0.016 mm) for the porcine retina. The calculated center of mass fits a known change in axial position linearly with \( R^2 = 0.999 \) for tape and porcine retina models (Supplementary Figure S1). Subjective, expert review of an MIOCT volume series with an object moving axially (Supplementary Video S1) confirmed that the colorization was stable relative to this movement.

Intraoperative Volume Testing

Experienced surgeons viewing a standardized assessment of four still volumes and one video from human membrane peeling surgeries in color and grayscale (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Video S2) were better able to identify the presence of membranes, instrument contact with tissue, and instrument deformation of the retina when reviewing volumes in color compared to grayscale (Table). Surgeons preferred colorized volumes and videos over grayscale volumes and videos in 81% of cases and were indifferent in 17%.

Surgical Skills Testing

Data are reported as a median difference between paired colorized and noncolorized trials (color data – grayscale data).

Thickness Identification

When ranking recessed objects by depth (Figs. 3A, 3B, 4) and elevated objects, subjects required less time (−18.9 seconds, SD 28.2 seconds, \( P < 0.01 \) and −13.3 seconds, SD 19.6 seconds, \( P < 0.01 \), respectively) and made more correct assessments (+24%, SD 17%, \( P < 0.01 \) and +16%, SD 18%, \( P < 0.01 \)) in color compared to grayscale. Subjects reported increased confidence when working in color compared to grayscale (+12 on a scale of 1–5, SD 0.9, \( P < 0.01 \)).

Comparisons between first and second trials showed no significant improvement in speed (Recessed: −15.4 seconds, SD 35.3 seconds, \( P = 0.08 \); Elevated: −11.2
seconds, SD 24.8 seconds, $P = 0.28$), correct assessments (Recessed: $+20\%$, SD $36\%$, $P = 0.26$; Elevated: $+4\%$, SD $524\%$, $P = 0.62$), or confidence ($+1$ on a scale of $1$–$5$, SD $2.2$, $P = 0.95$) with repeated trials.

### Surface Approach
Subjects asked to bring an instrument as close as possible to a surface without contacting it (Fig. 3C, 4B; Supplementary Video S3) required similar times

### Table. Results of Intraoperative Volume Testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Color Correct</th>
<th>Color Incorrect</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>$P$ Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Are you able to differentiate membrane from retina?&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grayscale correct</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>$&lt;0.01^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grayscale incorrect</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Is there an instrument present?&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grayscale correct</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grayscale incorrect</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;If an instrument is present, is it contacting tissue?&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grayscale correct</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.03*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grayscale Incorrect</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;If an instrument is present, is it deforming the retina?&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grayscale correct</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.01*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grayscale Incorrect</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Meets the significance threshold of $P = 0.05$. 

---

Figure 2. Grayscale and colorized MIoCT volumes from membrane peeling cases shown during intraoperative volume testing. Instrument traction on membrane (A), membrane pulled by forceps (B), retina deformation by flexible loop (C) and flexible loop above retina surface (D) are more clearly visualized in color. Color is applied with red superiorly, yellow medially and green (blue in [C]) inferiorly. Color boundaries were individually chosen to highlight surface features.
subjects inadvertently rested the instrument on the surface on less attempts (−1 touch, SD 1.0 touches, \( P < 0.01 \), with surface touches in 18 of 60 grayscale tests and in 4 of 60 color tests) and reported increased confidence (+1 on a scale of 1–5, SD 0.6, \( P < 0.01 \)) in color compared to grayscale.

Comparisons between first and second trials showed no significant improvements in speed (−2.9 seconds, SD 79.5 seconds, \( P = 1.00 \)), number of grasps (−0.5 attempts, SD 4.3, \( P = 0.49 \)), contacts with the surface (+0 touches, SD 4.7 touches, \( P = 0.95 \)), or confidence (+0 on a scale of 1–5, SD 1.4, \( P = 0.90 \)) with repeated trials.

**Survey**

Subjects responded to “Experience of using colorized MIOCT had the following effect on my performance of posterior-segment maneuvers” with an average of 4.7 (“very helpful”) and SD 0.5. They responded to “I preferred using the colorized MIOCT volumes over the noncolorized MIOCT volumes” with an average of 4.7 (“strongly agree”) and SD 0.6.
They responded to “Following completion of this study, I am more or less likely to use colorized MIOCT in my future practice” with an average of 4.7 (“much more likely”) and SD 0.6. Qualitative feedback reinforced the preference for colorized volumes and indicated improved depth perception and instrument tracking with color.

**Discussion**

In this study, we demonstrated a novel application of depth-based, axial motion-stabilized color gradients to MIOCT volumes in real-time that improves the visualization and use of intraoperative OCT. The 2% processing time increase was imperceptible relative to the total processing time, allowing for use of this technique during microsurgical maneuvers. Validation also demonstrated that center-of-mass calculation was a reproducible and accurate approach to stabilize the color gradient with respect to axial motion.

On intraoperative volume testing, colorization improved experienced surgeons’ interpretation of MIOCT volumes and was preferred relative to grayscale. Surgeons were better able to visualize membranes elevated above the retina and identify interfaces between the instrument and tissue, including retina and membrane, when reviewing colorized volumes. These results suggest that colorization could improve membrane edge identification, visualization of membrane during peeling, monitoring for retinal deformation with instrumentation, and evaluation of membrane remnants after peeling.
In the randomized, prospective study with physicians in training, we demonstrated that colorized MIOCT improved performance of microsurgical skills relative to grayscale visualization, improved speed (24% and 40% median improvement for elevated and recessed objects respectively) and accuracy (25% and 100% median improvement, respectively) when identifying object thickness, and also reduced inadvertent contacts (40% of grayscale and only 9% in colorized trials) in the surface approach skill. Subjects were uniformly more confident in their microsurgical skills and subjectively reported improved depth perception and feature identification when working with color volumes. While the difference was not statistically significant for the object grasp skill, trends suggest that subjects may require fewer attempts and will less frequently contact a surface when conducting this skill with colorized volumes. In fact, subgroup analysis (Supplementary Table S1) showed that the most experienced subjects received greater benefit from colorization than the least experienced subjects for this skill. Paired comparison of first and second trials independent of visualization and nonpaired comparisons between first and second trials using a specific visualization did not demonstrate any significant effects, clarifying that repeated practice of the skills was not responsible for improved outcomes.

Despite this benefit, stabilization of the color gradient is incomplete in the setting of rapid axial motion. Rapid movements (i.e., those faster than the volume scan rate) can cause artifacts in the center of mass, noticeably shifting color boundaries from the previous volume (Supplementary Videos S1, S2). In fact, an observer noted that subjects who moderated their rate of movement to match the volume refresh rate performed better than those with more rapid movements. While colorization is specifically impacted, this issue is an outcome of MIOCT scanning and grayscale processing limitations. Therefore, higher line rate laser sources, faster scanning speeds and improved computational processing separate from colorization subsequently will increase the refresh rate of colorization.26 New approaches to mapping and applying the color gradients also will help improve colorization efficacy in specific surgical scenarios.

While we demonstrated that colorization improves surgical technique in an in vitro setting, there are several limitations to this study. First, study participants were drawn from individuals at a single institution and had a wide range of microsurgical experience, from medical students to ophthalmologists. To mitigate the differences in experience, data were analyzed as paired differences between trials. Next, the only demonstration on human surgery was with prerecorded intraoperative volumes while the prospective component used abstractions of microsurgical techniques. Similarly, the microscope-independent nature of our trials was feasible in the context of ex vivo surgical skills, but would require significant validation before extension to human surgery. While our results were supportive of the use of colorization, to further validate this technology, we would need to test the impact within the complex surgical settings encountered in human ocular surgery.

Microscope-integrated OCT has become increasingly useful with continued technologic development of OCT systems, microscope-scanner integration and real-time data processing. Multiple studies have demonstrated the benefit of MIOCT across a wide variety of ophthalmologic surgeries.1,3–5,12,17,27–29 Nevertheless, MIOCT, and more specifically volumetric MIOCT, use has been largely limited to a small number of surgeons actively involved in developing the technology. Our work presents a novel approach to address the data visualization problem inherent in MIOCT applications. Visualization improvements, such as the colorization described here, simplify the interpretation of MIOCT data and reduce the learning curve for its use. This study demonstrates that depth-based colorization of MIOCT volumes improves surgeon interpretation of intraoperative imaging and improves user performance of and confidence with some of the most basic skills required of ophthalmologic microsurgery. Additionally, the MIOCT guidance of model microsurgical tasks in this randomized trial suggests that volume colorization may represent progress towards OCT-guided microscope-independent microsurgery. Ultimately, we hope that these improvements will translate into measurable benefits in the outcomes of procedures performed with MIOCT.
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Supplemental Materials

Supplementary Video S1. MIOCT volume series demonstrates impact of stabilization on colorization. The first part of the video shows a porcine retina translated through the axial dimension of the scanning area. Colorization is applied without stabilization as demonstrated by the dramatic change in retinal surface color as the eye is translated. The second part of the video shows the same data with colorization applied and a narrow color gradient tracks well with axial motion. When the eye is translated above the scanning area mid-video, the remaining volume appears red because not enough data are available to update the center of mass.

Supplementary Video S2. MIOCT volume series from a human membrane peeling surgery, presented first in grayscale followed by the same series with stabilized color. These videos were provided to participants of the intraoperative volume testing where they were asked to answer questions about membrane identification and instrument activity after review of these videos individually.

Supplementary Video S3. Example MIOCT volumes demonstrates the surface approach skill. The first half of the video shows an attempt in grayscale. The video is stopped where the subject indicated they believed the flexible loop was as close as possible to the surface without touching. Provided B scans demonstrate that the subject was contacting the surface. The second half of the video demonstrates an attempt with colorization. Provided B scans demonstrate successful completion of this skill with a close approach of the flexible loop without contact with the surface. While these videos are presented in two dimensions, subjects performed these skills with stereoscopic visualization of the MIOCT volumes.

Supplementary Video S4. Two series of MIOCT volumes recorded during the object grasp skill of a single subject. The first and second halves of the video show attempts conducted with grayscale and colorization, respectively. While these videos are presented in two dimensions, the subject performed this skill with stereoscopic visualization of the MIOCT volumes.

Supplementary Video S5. Two series of MIOCT volumes recorded during the object grasp skill of different subjects. The first half of the video shows a particularly unsuccessful attempt conducted with grayscale and the second half shows a particularly skilled attempt conducted with colorization. While these videos are presented in two dimensions, subjects performed this skill with stereoscopic visualization of the MIOCT volumes.